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We analyze the waiting time for key medical diagnose and treatment service, using the

Canadian Community Health Survey (CCHS) database. The waiting time is modeled by

the generalized exponential distribution which is specified by a vector of covaliates of

patients' backgrounds. Imporlant covariates are selected and the best fitted disûibution

function is determined. The parameters of the fitted distribution function are estimated

and the model is validated.
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1.L

Chapter 1 Introduction

Background

Patient waiting time for key diagnoses and treatment service is one of the most frequently

mentioned, important health issues. It is especially of concem for those patients who have

less urgent or non-urgent medical problems. The issue of waiting times is often interested

and discussed in the media as the public believes that some selected health care services

should be provided rapidly.

The Canadian Community Health Survey (CCHS) collects information on waiting times

for key diagnoses and treatment service and access to 24 hours a day,7 days a week first

contact health services. This survey contains much useful information, including patient

experiences, acceptance and perceptions of waiting for care.

The CCHS operates on a two-year collection cycle. The first year of the survey cycle

"x.1" is a large sample, general population health survey, designed to provide reliable

estimates at the health region level. The cycle 3.1 was released on June 13,2006 and

covers all data collected from January to December 2005. The second year of the survey

cycle ".2" has a smaller sample and is designed to provide provincial level results on

specific focused health topics.



The CCHS is a cross-sectional survey that covers approximately 98o/o of the Canadian

population aged 12 or older. A total of approximately 68,000 respondents include 119

Health Regions (HRs) covering the whole country. In total, after removing the

out-of-scope units, the overall response rate is 7 8 .9% for the CCHS Cycle 3 . 1 .

1.2 Canadian Community Health Survey Description

1.2.I Datasources

Data are collected directly from survey respondents. Responding to this survey is

voluntary. The voluntary sample may over represent people with strong opinions. The

CCHS questions are designed for computer-assisted interviewing (CAI).

Respondents were asked about their use of fìrst contact services. Information on access to

specialized services includes:

specialist such as a cardiologist, allergist, etc. to obtain diagnostics for new illness or

condition;

joint replacement surgery, etc.;

CAf scans and angiographies.



Respondents were asked about their experiences of and opinions on accessing these

services including waiting times, acceptability of the waiting time and economic,

psychological, medical, and the other impact of the wait on the respondent.

1.2.2 Target population

The CCHS targets persons aged 12 years or older who are living in private dwellings in

the ten provinces and the three territories. Persons living on Indian Reserves or Crown

lands, residents of institutions, full-time members of the Canadian Armed Forces and

residents of certain remote regions are excluded from this survey. The CCHS targets

approximately 98o/o of the Canadian population aged 12 or older.

1.2.3 Sampling design

This is a sample survey with a cross-sectional design. A total of approximately 68,000

respondents covering 1i9 Health Regions (HRs) are interviewed. Given relatively equal

importance to the HRs and the provinces, the sample was allocated among the provinces

according to their respective populations and the number of HRs they cover, each

province's sample was allocated among its HRs proportionally to the square root of the

estimated population in each HR.



1.2.4 Weighting scheme

Each person in the sample "represents" several other persons not in the sample. For

example, in a simple random 2o/o sample of the population, each person in the sample

represents 50 persons in the population. In the terminology used here, it can be said that

each person has a weight of 50. In order for estimates produced from survey data to be

representative of the covered population, and not just the sample itself, we must

incorporate the survey weights in calculations. A survey weight is given to each person,

which corresponds to the number of persons in the entire population that are represented

by the respondent.

1.3 Background on waiting times in Canada

Waiting time for health services has been an important issue is Canada for a long time.

As earlier as in 1990, an article entitled "Canadians cross border to save their lives"

appeared in the Wall Street Journal. It exposed the fact that many Canadians in Ontario

went to the United States for open-heart surgery due to long waiting time for in Canada in

the late 1980s. The general problem, together with important lessons and issues, are

analyzed in depth, and solutions and implications for reform are proposed (Naylor 1991).

Canadian health care system is publicly funded and waiting to health services vary

substantially from region to region, and from hospital to hospital. To address the

important issues of long waiting time, the Vy'estern Canada Waiting List Project



(www.wcwl.org) developed standard measures to improve waiting time in 5 clinical areas:

MRI scanning, hip and knee replacement, cataract surgery, general surgery procedures

and children's mental health (Hadorn et. al. 2000).

However survival analysis has not been found to analyze waiting times. This is to be

attempted in my practicum.

1.4 Scope of this project

The objectives of this research project include analyzing the CCHS cycle 3.1 database,

finding an appropriate statistical model that best describes and measures the waiting time

for key diagnostic and treatment services, and identiffing the key factors that affect the

patient waiting time. Patients' covariates are also included in the modeling of the

distribution.

The practicum is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we define the variables that are

included in our analysis. In Chapter 3, we briefly review some survival data analysis

methods and a concise comparison of those methods is given. In Chapter 4, data analysis

is conducted to determine the best fitted distribution function and the parameters of the

fitted distribution function are estimated. An overall summary and conclusions are given

in chapter 5. In chapter 6, we discuss some potential issues that may exist and suggest

fuither extensions of the method.



Chapter 2 Variable Specifications

We are interested in understanding the patients' waiting time for key diagnostic and

treatment services. 'We statistically analyze the available data set to understand three

important objectives:

i. Patients' waiting time to access service from a medical specialist;

2. Patients'waiting time to receive a non-emergency surgery;

3. Patients'waiting time to receive some selected diagnostic tests.

The variables used in our model are explained in detail as follows.

2.1 Common variables for all three objectives

(1) Variable narne: DHHE_AGE

Description: This variable indicates the age of the respondent.

Data type: Categorical

Values taken: see appendix7.2.I

(2) Variable name: DHHE_SEX

Description: This variable indicates the respondent's gender.



Data type: Categorical

Values taken: see appendix7.2.l

(3) Variable name: GEOE_PRV

Description: This variable indicates the province of residence of the respondent.

Data type: Categorical

Values taken: see appendix7.2.I

(4) Variable name: WTSE_S3M

Description: This is the sampling weight and corresponds to the number of people

in the entire population that are represented by the respondent.

Data type: numerical

2.2 Variables describing access to service from a medical

specialist

(1) Variable namer WTMZ_OI

Description: This variable indicates whether the respondent visit to medical

specialist for a diagnosis or a consultation for a new illness or condition in the

past 12 months.

Data type: Categorical

Values taken: see appendix7.2.2



(2) Variable name: WT}I4.Z-O2

Description: This variable indicates the type of health condition about which the

respondent needs to see a medical specialist.

Data type: Categorical

Values taken: see appendix7.2.2

(3) Variable name: WTMZ_O3

Description: This variablç indicates the person who referred the respondent to a

medical specialist.

Data type: Categorical

Values taken: see appendix7.2.2

(4) Variable name: WTMZ_O 

Description: This variable indicates whether the respondent already visited a

medical specialist.

Data type: Categorical

Values taken: see appendix7.2.2

(5) Variable name: WT}í4Z_}7A

Description: This variable indicates the length of wait that passed between the

moment the respondent and his or her doctor decided that the respondent should

see a medical specialist and when the actual visit with the specialist took place.



For this variable, the number of waiting days has only been considered for a

respondent 15 years and older who consulted a medical specialist due to a new

health related problem during the past 12 months.

Data type: Mixed.

Values taken: see appendix7.2.2

(6) Variable name: WTMZ_078

Description: This variable indicates the reporting unit for length of wait to see a

specialist.

' Datatype: Categorical

Values taken: see appendix 7 .2.2

(7) Variable name: WTMZ_084

Description: This variable indicates the length of time that passed between the

moment the respondent and his or her doctor decided the respondent should see a

specialist and when the survey interview took place. For this variable, the number

of waiting days has only been considered for respondents 15 years and older who

were referred to a specialist due to a new health related problem during the past

12 months, but who did not see the specialist with whom they had an

appointment.

Data type: Mixed.

Values taken: see appendix7.2.2



(8) Variable name: WTMZ_088

Description: This variable indicates the reporting unit for length of waiting time to

see a specialist.

Data type: Categorical

Values taken: see appendix7.2.2

2.3 Variables describing the waiting time for non-emergency

surgery

(1) Variable name: ACCZ_Z0

Description: This variable indicates whether the respondent required

non-emergency surgery in the past 12 months. Non-emergency surgery includes

any surgery not provided in an emergency, such as cardiac surgery, joint surgery,

caesarean sections and cataract surgery, but excludes laser eye surgery.

Data type: Categorical

Values taken: see appendix7.2.3

(2) Variable name: WT};4Z_16

Description: This variable indicates the type of surgery the respondent required.

Data type: Categorical

Values taken: see appendix7.2.3
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(3) Variable name: WTMZ_I8

Description: This variable indicates whether the surgery required an ovemight

hospital stay.

Data type: Categorical

Values taken: see appendix7.2.3

(4) Variable name: WT}lfZ_l9

Description: This variable indicates whether the respondent experienced

difficulties getting the surgery.

Data type: Categorical

Values taken: see appendix7.2.3

(5) Variable name: WTMZ:I}A

Description: This variable indicates whether the respondent experienced difficulty

getting an appointment with a surgeon.

Data type: Categorical

Values taken: see appendix7.2.3

(6) Variable name: WTMZ-!}B

Description: This variable indicates whether the respondent experienced difficulty

getting a diagnosis.

Data type: Categorical
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Values taken: see appendix7.2.3

(7) Variable name: WT}I4Z 20C

Description: This variable indicates whether the respondent waited long for a

diagnostic test.

Data type: Categorical

Values taken: see appendix7.2.3

(8) Variable name: WTMZ:/}D

Description: This variable indicates whether the respondent waited long for a

hospital bed to become available.

Data type: Categorical

Values taken: see appendix7.2.3

(9) Variable name: WTMZ]}E

Description: This variable indicates whether the respondent waited long for

surgery.

Data type: Categorical

Values taken: see appendix7.2.3
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(10) Variable name: WTI;4Z 20F

Description: This variable indicates whether the respondent iould not receive a

service because it is not available in the area.

Data type: Categorical

Values taken: see appendix7.2.3

(1 1) Variable name: WTMZ_}}G

Description: This variable indicates whether the respondent experienced difficulty

of transportation to have a surgery.

Data type: Categorical

Values taken: see appendix7.2.3

(12) YaÅable name: WT}I4.Z_2}H

Description: This variable indicates whether the respondent experienced difficulty

in language communication.

Data type: Categorical

Values taken: see appendix7.2.3

(13) Variable name: WTMZ_201

Description: This variable indicates whether the respondent experienced difficulty

due to lack ofcost.

Data type: Categorical

13



Values taken: see appendix 7 .2.3

(14) Variable name: WTMZ 20J

Description: This variable indicates whether the respondent experienced difhculty

relating to personal or family responsibilities.

Data type: Categorical

Values taken: see appendixT.2.3

(15) Variable name: WTMZ_20K

Description: This variable indicates whether the respondent experienced diffrculty

due to general deterioration of health.

Data type: Categorical

Values taken: see appendix7.2.3

(16) Variable name: WTMZJ\L

Description: This variable indicates whether the respondent experienced

appointment cancellation or deferral by a surgeon or hospital.

Data type: Categorical

Values taken: see appendix7.2.3

(17) Variable name: WTMZ 20M

Description: This variabie indicates whether the respondent experienced difficulty

14



of leaving the house due to health problems.

Data type: Categorical

Values taken: see appendixT.2.3

(18) Variable name: WTMZ_2ON

Description: This variable indicates whether the respondent experienced other

types of difficulties.

Data type: Categorical

Values taken: see appendix7.2.3

(19) Variable name: WTMZ_2LA

Description: This variable indicates the length of wait between the decision of a

surgery and the day of the sugery.

Data type: Mixed.

Values taken: see appendix7.2.3

(20) YaÅable name: WTMZ:|IB

Description: This variable indicates the reporting unit for length of waiting to

surgery.

Data type: Categorical

Values taken: see appendixl.2.3

15



(21) Yariable name: WT}i4Z 22

Description: This variable indicates whether the surgery required overnight

hospital stay.

Data type: Categorical

Values taken: see appendix7.2.3

(22) Yariable name: WTME_234

Description: This variable indicates the length of time that the respondent had

been waiting since the respondent and the surgeon decided to go ahead with the

surgery.

Data type: Mixed.

Values taken: see appendix7.2.3

(23) Yariable name: WTMZ 23F-

Description: This variable indicates the reporting unit for length of time for

waiting to surgery.

Data type: Categorical

Values taken: see appendix7.2.3

(24) Yariable name: WTMZ_26

Description: This variable indicates whether the respondent's surgery was

cancelled or postponed at any time.
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Data type: Categorical

Values taken: see appendix7.2.3

(25) Variable name: WT}I4Z 27A

Description: This variable indicates whether the respondent's surgery was

cancelled or postponed by the respondent himself / herself.

Data type: Categorical

Values taken: see appendix7.2.3

(26) Yariable name: WTMZ_278

Description: This variable indicates whether the respondent's surgery was

cancelled or postponed by the surgeon.

Data type: Categorical

Values taken: see appendix7.2.3

(27) Yariable name: WTMZ_27C

Description: This variable indicates whether the respondent's surgery was

cancelled or postponed by the hospital.

Datatype: Categorical

Values taken: see appendix7.2.3

17



(28) Variable name: WTMZ_27D

Description: This variable indicates whether the respondent's surgery was

cancelled or postponed by others.

Data type: Categorical

Values taken: see appendix7.2.3

2.4 Variables describing selected diagnostic tests

(1) Variable name: ACCZ 30

Description: This variable indicates whether the respondent required MRI, CT

Scan, angiography tests which was available to the public in a non-emergency

situation in the past 12 months.

Data type: Categorical

Values taken: see appendix 7 .2.4

(2) Variable name: WTMZ_3O

Description: This variable indicates the type of tests (MRI, CT Scan, angiography)

the respondent required.

Data type: Categorical

Values taken: see appendix7.2.4
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(3) Variable name: WTMZ_31

Description: This variable indicates the respondent's type of health problems

required for diagnostic tests.

Data type: Categorical

Values taken: see appendix7.2.4

(4) Variable name: WTMZ_32

Description: This variable indicates whether the respondent already had the test.

Data type: Categorical

Values taken: see appendix7.2.4

(5) Variable name: WTMZ_33

Description: This variable indicates the location of test.

Data type: Categorical

Values taken: see appendix7.2.4

(6) Variable name: WTMZ_35

Description: This variable indicates whether the respondent was in the hospital at

the time of the test.

Data type: Categorical

Values taken: see appendix7.2.4
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(7) Variable name: WTMZ_36

Description: This variable indicates whether the respondent experienced any

difficulty in getting the test.

Data type: Categorical

Values taken: see appendix7.2.4

(8) Variable name: WTMZ_37A

Description: This variable indicates whether the respondent experienced any

difficulty in getting a referal.

Data type: Categorical

Values taken: see appendix7.2.4

(9) Variable name: WTMZ_378

Description: This variable indicates whether the respondent experienced difficulty

in getting an appointment.

Data type: Categorical

Values taken: see appendix7.2.4

(10) Variable name: WTMZ_37C

Description: This variable indicates whether the respondent waited long to get an

appointment.

Data type: Categorical

20



Values taken: see appendixT.2.4

(i 1) Variable name: WT}'ÃZ_37D

Description: This variable indicates whether the respondent waited long to get

tested (in-office waiting).

Data type: Categorical

Values taken: see appendix7.2.4

(12) Variable name: WTNIZ_378

Description: This variable indicates whether the respondent experienced any

difficulty due to service not available at the time of request.

Data type: Categorical

Values taken: see appendix7.2.4

(13) Variable name: WTMZ_37F

Description: This variable indicates whether the respondent experienced diff,rculty

due to service not available in the area.

Data type: Categorical

Values taken: see appendix7.2.4
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(14) Variable name: WTMZ_37G

Description: This variable indicates whether the respondent experienced

transportation diffi culties.

Data type: Categorical

Values taken: see appendix7.2.4

(15) Variable name: WTMZ_37H

Description: This variable indicates whether the respondent experienced language

difficulties.

Data type: Categorical

Values taken: see appendix7.2.4

(16) Variable name: WTMZ_]7L

Description: This variable indicates whether the respondent experienced financial

diffrculties.

Data type: Categorical

Values taken: see appendix7.2.4

(i7) Variable name: WTMZ*37J

Description: This variable indicates whether the respondent experienced general

deterioration of health.

22



Data type: Categorical

Values taken: see appendix7.2.4

(18) Variable name: WTMZ_37K

Description: This variable indicates whether the respondent experienced difficulty

in finding out where to get information.

Data type: Categorical

Values taken: see appendix7.2.4

(19) Variable name: WTMZ_37L

Description: This variable indicates whether the respondent experienced difficulty

in leaving house due to health problem.

Data type: Categorical

Values taken: see appendix7.2.4

(20) Variable name: WTMZ_37M

Description: This variable indicates whether thè respondent experienced other

fypes of difficulties.

Data type: Categorical

Values taken: see appendix7.2.4
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(21) Variable name: WTMZ_384

Description: This variable indicates the length of wait between the day of making

the decision for a test and the actual day of the test.

Data type: Mixed.

Values taken: see appendix7.2.4

(22) Yariable name: WTMZ_388

Description: This variable indicates the reporting unit for length of wait to the

test.

Data type: Categorical

Values taken: see appendix7.2.4

(23) Yariable name: V/TME_394

Description: This variable indicates the length of time that the respondent had

been waiting since the respondent and the doctor decided to go ahead with the

test.

Data type: Mixed.

Values taken: see appendix7.2.4

(24) Yariable name: WTMZ_398

Description: This variable indicates the reporting unit for length of time waiting to

the test.

24



Data type: Categorical

Values taken: see appendix7.2.4

(25) Yariable name: WTMZ_42

Description: This variable indicates whether the respondent's test was cancelled

or postponed at any time.

Data type: Categorical

Values taken: see appendix7.2.4

(26) Yariable name: WTMZ_43

Description: This variable indicates the reason for the respondent's test being

cancelled or postponed.

Data type: Categorical

Values taken: see appendixT.2.4
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Chapter 3 Survival Data Analysis Methods

3.1 Basic concepts of survival analysis

Data collected on the time to an event are known as survival data. Survival data are

generally not symmetrically distributed. The histogram of the survival times of a group of

similar individuals will typically tend to be positively skewed and survival times are

frequently censored. When the end-point of interest has not been observed for that

individual, the survival time of the individual is said to be right censored.

To analyze survival data, there are two functions of core interest: the survivor function

and the hazard function. The survivor function, S(/) , is used to represent the

probability that an individual survives beyond time t, that is,

(3.1) s(r): P(r >r) = r - r(r).

Let I o be the indicator function ofl. The mean residual lifetime is

(3.2) *Q)= n(r -r lr >r)=

-@

ï(u -,V,,,.,tf Ø)a, [(, - ùrØa,
æøIføV, !f("þ,,,

Let w=Lt-t and dv:f(")d",sothat dw:du and v =-S(r),
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and hence *Q) =Y ="17 :i,'¿' -(" 
- ùt- s(")l 

,I 
--¡,- s(")¿"

ld, Idu vl,

The mean survival time, or the expected value of the lifetime is,

i s(")a" 
æ(3.3) EQ)= *(o) =\O- = 
¡s@at 

.

However, since the histogram of the survival times of a group of similar individuals

typically tends to be positively skewed, a more appropriate and tractable measure of

center of the distribution is the median survival time, which is the value 7 such that

s(I)= o.s

Thehazard function is the conditional probability that an individual dies instantaneously

after time t given that the individual has survived to that time t. It represents the

instantaneous death rate for an individual surviving to time t as is given by

(3.4) h(t):tiqp(r <T <t+Ltlrtr) = ¡^!(tjlÍt,*N)
^r+0 N-+0 P(T >t)Lt

,. F(t + Ar) - F(r) f (t)
- 

lrm -----)--------- 
-

^,,+0 ,S(r)Âr S(/)
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Survival analysis is the statistical study of survival data. It requires that data correspond

to the time from a well defined time origin until the occurrence of some particular event

of end-point. Survival time can be defined broadly as the time to the occurrence of a

given event. In our project, the events are the moment that a patient receives a medical

service, so the lengths of waiting to receive the medical service are regarded as survival

time. Statistical methods of survival data analysis are considered to be nonparametric if

the survival distribution is completely unknown in its form, parametric if the distribution

of survival times has a known form but with unknown parameters. An initial step in the

analysis of a set of survival data is to present numerical or graphical summaries of the

survival times for individuals in a particular group. We are interested in finding a

distribution that describes the waiting time of the patients.

3.2 Graphical methods for survival distribution fitting

We need to f,rnd a distribution that fits the data well. Several kinds of graphs (including

the survival distribution versus time, the cumulative hazard function versus time, and the

log cumulative survival versus log time) are plotted from which the possible candidates

of appropriate survival distributions are hypothesized. Then parametric tests are used to

statistically examine the goodness-of-f,rt of the hypothesized distributions.

28



3.2.1 Survival distribution for accessing service from a medical specialist

Figure 3.1 Survival density plot of the waiting time to access the service from a medical specialist.
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Figure 3.2 Cumulative hazardplot of the waiting time to access the service from a medical specialist.
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Figure 3.3 Log-cumulative hazard plot of the waiting time to access the service from a medical

specialist.

3.2.2 Survival distribution for receiving a non-emergency surgery
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Figure 3.4 Survival density plot of the waiting time to receive a non-emergency surgery.
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Figure 3.5 Cumulative hazard plot of the waiting time to receive a non-emergency surgery.

Figure 3.6 Log-cumulativehazardplot of the,waiting time to receive a non-emergency surgery.
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3.2.3 Survival distribution for receiving selected diagnostic tests
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Figure 3.7 Survival density plot of the waiting time to receive selected diagnostic tests

Figure 3.8 Cumulative hazardplot of the waiting time to receive selected diagnostic tests
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Figure 3.9 Log-cumulativehazardplot of the waiting time to receive selected diagnostic tests.

From the plots of log-cumulative hazard versus the log of waiting time (Figure 3.3,

Figure3.6 and Figure 3.9),it appears thata linear model fit is appropriate. Following the

procedure discussed in section 3.3.I, this suggests that the Weibull distribution may

provide good fits to the data of the waiting time to access the service from a medical

specialist, to receive a non-emergency surgery and to receive selected diagnostic tests. In

fact, statistical tests have been carried out and indeed the fit of the Weibull distribution is

statistically significant in all three cases.
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3.3 The Weibull model for survival data

The Weibullhazard function is

(3.5) h(t):Ly¡r-t t>0, y>0, )">0 ,

where 7 is known as the shape parameter, and )" is known as the scale parameter. The

survival function is

(3.6) S(r) : exp[- 1r'] .

and the corresponding probability density function is

(3.7) f (t) = ly t'' exp[- 'u'] .

The cumulative distribution function is

(3.8) F(r)=t-"*pl-.lt')

The mean and median survival times of the Weibull distribution are

(3.e)

and

(3.10)

p=EQ)=ú#!

median=lryf'''

and the variance of the distribution is
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(3.11)

3.3.1 Preliminary study of the assessment of model fitting

Suppose the survival times have a Weibull distribution with a scale parameter )" and a

shape parameter y . Taking the negative logarithm of S(l) , and then taking log again,

equation (3.6) gives us

tog{- log S(r)} =los I + ylogt .

,'=fi['('. i)-"('.r]

(3.t2)

. This indicates that the Weibull distribution is characterized by a straight line of

log{-fogs(r)} versus logr, and the intercept is lo$" and the slope is y.We

substitute the Kaplan-Meier estimate of the survivor function .S(r) for S(r) in equation

(3.I2).If the assumption of a Weibull distribution is appropriate, S(r) should be close

to ,S(r), and the plot of log{-fogSCri} against logr would give an approximately

straight line.Let H(t) be the cumulative hazard function. Since

(3.13) -logS(r) = H(t),

then the plot of togf togS(r)) against logr would be close to a straight line if the

Weibull distribution is appropriate.
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To determine the Kaplan-Meier estimate of the survivor function from a sample of

censored survival data, a series of time intervals is formed, such that distinct death times

are taken to be the start of the intervals, except for time to = 0 .

D
DD

IDDCD.//D
t,

ttri tfz¡ t rsl t (.)

Figure 3.10 Construction of intervals used in the derivation of the Kaplan-Meier estimate.

Suppose that there are n individuals with observed survival times t¡t1, t¡21, t¡s1, ..., t¡n¡.

Some observations are censored, and there may also be more than one individual with the

same observed survival time. The situation is illustrated diagrammatically in Figure 3.10,

in which D represents a death and C pepresents a censored survival time. Time origin is

denoted by t6, and so there is an initial period commencinE ú to which ends just before t1r;.

There are r distinct death times amongst the individuals, where r1n. So the ordered

distinct death times arc tg< tØ< tØ< ... < t(,). The number of individuals who are alive

justbefore timet6¡, includingthose who die at timet6l, is denoted asn¡,j: I,2,3, ... ,r,

and the number of deaths at time /1r¡ is denoted as d; denotes. Here the time interval

lrf¡-õ,r(.,)] inctudes one death time, where á is an inf,rnitesimally small number.

The estimated probability of survival through the interval is estimated by (n¡ -d¡ )/n¡.
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If a death time and a censored survival time occur simultaneously, the censored survival

time is taken to occur immediately after the death time when computing the values ofn..

Under the assumption that the deaths of the individuals

independently of one another, the estimated survivor function

constructed time interval bto),r(ou¡] , k: 1,2,3, ... , /, is the

in the sample occur

at any time in the k'th

prob¿bility of surviving

through the intervat þ*,,r10.,1J , and all preceding intervals. This is the Kaplan-Meier

estimate of the survivor function

s(,)=fr(+)(3.14)

3.3.2 Weibull regression model

Now, we consider the effects of some covariatesx =(*r,,rr,,-",*0,). From section 3.3.r,

it is reasonable to assume that the waiting times to access service from a medical

specialist, to receive a non-emergency surgery and to receive selected diagnostic tests can

be modeled by the Weibull distribution. To incorporate covariates into the V/eibull

distribution, we use a model for the log-survival-time of individual i defined as

(3. 1 5)
p

IogT : a, +laoxki + o€i
k=l

where o:(oo,or,dr,-..,d0) are the coefficients of the covariates, I has density
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function g(e) and survivorship function G(a) given by

(3.16) g(u) = exp[â - expþ)]

and

(3.17) G(")= exp[- e*p(a)]

Then, S(r¡ : P(7, > /) = P(log T,2logt)

= P(do +laoxo, + oc
k=l

, > log/) = rlo",> log/ - (ao +t__,*r.r,rf

-.-[

={",

=a-r[

p

logt - (ao +løoxo,
k=1

Ìl

)

tog/ - (ao +laoxo,
k=l

[.(
= exel-'" '.0[-

ao +laoxo,
k=l

This model is the

distribution with

Weibull regression model. The survival time Z¡ has the V/eibull
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O =..r[
-[', * 

äor*^ 1

õ
and(3.1 8)

and the correspondinghazard, density, and survival functions are

(3.1e)

(3.20)

(3.2t)

h(t,).,,y) = ).y tr-l

f(t,1,,T) = 1,T r'-t.*p(- )',t').

S(r,)",,y) = exp(- ).,/)

There are p covariates considered in the analysis of waiting time to access service from a

medical specialist. We assume that the logarithm of waiting time has an explicit

relationship with the covariates. Let * =(rr,,rr,,...,x pi) denote the p covariates

considered. If the parumeter )", in the Weibull distribution is related to the vector x as

in equation (3.18), then equation (3.21) becomes

(3.22)

toe{- tog s Q, )",, y)\ = - r( o o * ! o o * o,) + y u,gÍ = -( po * f p o* o,) + y u,gt
\*=r/\k=t./

which presents a linear relationship between log{-logS(t,r)}, logr and the covariates.

We construct the log-likelihood function to estimate the unknown coefficients

o:(oo,or,ü2,...,o0).The likelihood function of the waiting time 7 for the n

completed or m censored observations is
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(3.23) L(a o,ø,. . .,d o,y): llll f,,y,s(r, )-u ]''
¡=l

Where 6i is an indicator variable taking value zero when the waiting time t¡ is

censored and value one when /, is an uncensored waiting time. placing the .fQ,,l,,T)

and S( t¡, l¡, y) inthe log-likelihood function gives

(3 .23) Iog L(a o,a r,' 
. ., o o, r) : lw, logbf Q,, 1,, y)l + Lr,rogl.s(r,, 1,, r)f

= ¡,, 
{roe 

y + 0- i)rog r, - r(", * ä, r. r,) - 
t 1 "*vl- r(", * n" r", )]}

* I,, 
{-,r 

*p[- r(", *â, r. r)]]

In this log-likelihood function, the first term sums over the completed observations and

the second term sums over the censored observations. By applying the Newton-Raphson

iteration procedure, the maximum likelihood estimates MLE(â',âr,..-ã) of

(ao,ør,"'do) arcthe solution of

(3.24)
ôlog L(a o,a t,. ..,e 

r, y)

where o:Il )".

The survivorship function in (3.21) can be estimated by using (3.18) and

MLE(â0,â1,... ã ), ando .

ôa,
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Chapter 4 Results of Data Analysis

4.1 Fitting survival distributions of waiting time to access service

from a medical specialist

Let WTMZ_79C be the waiting time to access service from a medical specialist, Censor

be a dummy variable with Censor:O if WTli4Z_79C is censored and i otherwise, and

DHHE_AGE, DHHE_SEX, GEOE_PRV WTI/.Z_O2 and WTMZ_03 be the index

variables described in section 2.1 and, section2.2, and WTSE-S3M be the weighting

variable. From section 3.2, it is reasonable to assume that the waiting time to access

service from a medical specialist follows a Weibull distribution. Incorporating covariates,

the following regression model is used:

(4.1) log(wruz _78C), = eo * a,(nøun _AGE _I)¡+...+ a,o(Dqnn _AGE _14)¡

+ arr(DHHE_^sEX_1)+ a,u(onuT _pRr/ *t)t+...+ a,r(DHHE _pRV _6t)t

+ a.,r(wrMz _02 _t) ¡ + . . . + a rr(wrMz_ 02 _ 8), + a ru(wrMz_ 03 _ 1),

+. ..+ arr(rtrruz _03 ]) + oe,

where €i has extreme value distribution as defined in (3.i6), and

the coeffrcients of covariates. This model is the 'Weibulla:(ao,ar,...,c,rr) are
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regression model. The variable WTMZ 78C has the Weibull distribution with

| -1",. ",(rruun _rcn ),* I u,r¿t-i.21 z,i = exn1 
)

i
o

We consider each observation's weight, which corresponds to the number of persons in

the entire population that are represented by the respondent. The weighted log-likelihood

function of the waiting time WTMZ_7ïC to access service from a medical specialist for

the 4004 completed and 348 censored observations is

Ì)

E),

))

(4.3) tog L(a',a,,...,a p,ù= >(wrsn-s:M), t r,e[fQ,, 1,, y)]*r"gþ(r,, t,, y)ll

=l(trrsa _$M),( togy +(y -t)tog(wruz _iBC),

- y fao + a,(nuun _AGE _t), +... +arr(t4trMz_03_3),]

-(wruz _7BCy, "*p{ -yfoo + a,(DHun _AGE _t)t

+... + arr(wrMz_ 03 _ 3),]

+l(wrsa _ffiM), (-(*rr, _7BC)i ep{ -y lao +o,(nnnn _tc

+... + arr(wrMz_ 03 _3),]

The covariate DHHE_AGE, DHHE_SEX, GEOE_PRV, WTMZ_\2, WTMZ_O3 are

coded as indicator (dummy) variables, therefore, a set of indicator variables were created
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in the DATA step (in SAS). After eliminating the insignificant covariates, the final results

from SAS based on the Weibull regression model in (4.1) are shown in Table 4.1, where

lntercept:ao, ârd SCALE: ø

Here in this table, the chi-square refers to the value of the statistical for the likelihood

ratio test for the local test of individual parameters. Moreover, only statistically

significant covariates are reported in the table.

Analysis of Parameter Estimates

Parameter DF Estimate Standard
Error

957o Confidence
Limits

chi-
Square

Pr > ChiSq

Intercept I 3.5329 0.0027 3.5276 3.53 81 I 738008 <.0001

GEOE PRV 11 I -0.0587 0.0102 -0.0788 -0.0387 32.94 <.0001

GEOE PRV 48 I -0.0253 0.0027 -0.0306 -0.0199 84.68 <.0001

GEOE PRV 59 I 0.0111 0.0022 0.0068 0.0154 25.38 <.0001

WTMZ 02 1 I -0.2381 0.0028 -0.2435 -0.2326 734t.56 <.0001

WTI/4Z 02 2 I -0.6171 0.0033 -0.6234 -0.6107 35975.2 <.0001

WTMZ 02 4 0.2938 0.0040 0.2859 0.3018 5279.59 <.0001

WTMZ 03 I 0.5641 0.0028 0.5592 0.5702 40669.1 <.0001

WTMZ 03 2 0.3312 0.003s 0.3303 0.3441 9187.52 <.0001

WTMZ 03 3 0.0263 0.0035 0.0193 0.0332 s4.96 <.0001

Scale r.2s88 0.0006 1.2576 1.2599

Weibull Shape 0.1944 0.0004 0.7937 0.7951

Table 4.1 Results for the waiting time to access the service from a medical specialist.
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The final estimated regression model is obtained as:

(4.4)

bg(wruz _7BC),:3.5329-0.0s87(cEoE _pRV _11), - 0.l2fi(GEoE _pRV _48),

+ 0. 0 1 t r(G E o E _ p RV _ss) t - o.z:,Br(wrMz _02 _r), - 0.6t7 r(wrMz _02 _2) t

+o.2%sQrTMZ _02 _4), +0.564t(wruz _03_1), +0.T72(VTMZ _æ _z),

+ 0.02$(wrMZ_ 03 _ 3), + 1.2588e,

The (likelihood ratio, score and Wald) global tests all indicate that the frtted model is

statistically significant af 5o/o level of significance. The null hypothesis states that all

population parameters (except for the intercept) in the linear models are equal to zero.
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4.2 Fitting survival distributions of waiting time to receive a

non-emergency surgery

Let WTMZ 2I3C be the waiting time to receive the non-emergency surgery, Censor be a

dummy variable with Censor0 if WTMZ_213C is censored and 1 otherwise, and

DHHE_AGE, DHHE_SEX, GEOE_PRV WT}J4Z_16, WTMZ_|7, WTMZ_18,

WTll4Z_I9, WTi|i4Z 20, WTMZ-2Z, WTMZ 26 and WTMZ:Z7 be index variables

described in section 2.7 and section 2.3, and WTSE_S3M be the weighting variable.

From section 3.2, it is reasonable to assume that the waiting time to receive a

non-emergency surgery follows a Weibull dishibution. Incorporating covariates, the

following regression model is used:

(4.5) log(W/ruz _zßC)t= eo*a,(nnua _AGE _I),+...+ a,o(DHttE _AGE _14)t

+a,r(DHHE_,sEx_1)+ a,u(DHHE _pRV _r)t+...+ arr(nHHE _pRV _6r)t

+ a,r(wrMz_ 1 6 _ 1), + . . . + a rr(wrMz _1 6 _6), + a.o@TMZ_ 1 8 _ 1),

+ a rr(wrMz_ i 9 _ r)¡ + a ru(tlrrMz _20 A_ 1), + . . . * d qsQrruz _20¡/ _ 1),

+ a ro(wrMz _22 _1), + a,QírrMZ _26 _r),

+ or,(wrMz *27 A _r)¡ +...+ arr(wrMz _27 D _t) + ot,

where e, has an extreme value distribution as defined in (3.76), a=(oo,or,...,drr)

are the coeffrcients of covariates. This model is the Weibull regression model. The
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variable 2I3C has the Weibull distribution with

(4.6)

We consider each observation's weight, which corresponds to the number of persons in

the entire population that are represented by the respondent. The weighted log-likelihood

function of the waiting time IITMZ _213C to receive a non-emergency surgery for the

2532 completed and 227 censored observations is

(4.7) tosL(a0,a1,...,ap,T)= I(wrsE-s:M), t belf|,,l,,y)l*r"g[s(ri ,A,,ù]l

=lQrrrsn_s3M),( togy +(y _t)tog\r/ruz _zßc)¡

* y føo + a,(oHHE _ AGE_ r), + . ..* ass(rruz _27 D _t),1

-@truz -2ßc)i "*p{ -yfoo + a,(nnua 
-AGE -r)t

+...+ orr(wrMz 
-27 

D -t),1\)

+l(wrsz _$M), (-(rrrt -zßc)i exp{ -y fao +ø,(nuun _AGE),

+...+ arr(wrMz 
-27 

D 
-1),1\)

The covariate DHHE_AGE, DHHE_SEX GEOE_PRV, WTMZ_16, WTMZ_L7,

V/TMZ_l8, WTNIZ_I9, WTMZ_Z}, WTMZ 22, WTMZ_26 and WTMZ_27 are coded

I4/TMZ _

2, = a*p{
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as indicator (dummy) variables, therefore, a set of indicator variables were created in the

DATA step (in SAS). After eliminating the insignificant covariates estimation, the final

results from SAS based on the Weibull regression model in (4.5) are shown inTable 4.2,

where Intercept:ao, ârìd SCALE:o

Analysis of Parameter Estimates

Parameter DF Estimate Standard
Error

957o Confidence
Limits

chi-
Square

Pr > ChiSq

Intercept 3.9463 0.0016 3.9431 3.9495 5828157 <.0001

GEOE PRV 24 0.4005 0.0030 0.3945 0.4065 I IJJJ.J <.0001

GEOE PRV 47 0.4111 0.0062 0.4s90 0.4832 s796.49 <.0001

WTMZ 16 2 -0.s399 0.00s0 -0.5491 -0.530 r r 166s.9 <.0001

WTMZ_16_3 r.6360 0.0066 t.6230 1.6491 60s78.4 <.0001

WTMZ 16 4 0.4212 0.0038 0.4198 0.4345 12949.3 <.0001

V/TMZ 16 5 I 0.4887 0.0087 0.47 t5 0.5058 3r19.64 <.0001

WTMZ 19 I I 0.8792 0.00s9 0.8676 0.8908 22029.5 <.0001

WTMZ 2OB-1 I -1.0268 0.0157 - 1 .0575 -0.9960 4290.79 <.0001

WTMZ 2OE 1 I 0. I 530 0.0070 0.1391 0.1668 471.24 <.0001

Scale I 1'4499 0.0009 1.4482 1.4517

Weibull Shape I 0.6897 0.0004 0.6889 0.690s

Table 4.2 Results for the waiting time to receive the non-emergency sugery.

Here in this table, the chi-square refers to the value of the statistical for the likelihood

ratio test for the local test of individual parameters. Moreover, only statistically
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significant covariates are reported in the table.

The final estimated regression model is obtained as:

(4.8)

to g\T/ruz _zßc) t = 3 .9 463 + 0.4005(G E o E _ 
p RV _24), + 0.47 r r(G E o E _ p RV _ 47) 

t

- o.fi eg(wTMZ _1 6 _2), + 1 .æ 60(WTMZ _r 6 j), + 0.427 2(VTMZ _1 6 _4),

+ 0.4887 (\4/TMZ_ 1 6 _ 5), + 0.87 ï\(WTMZ_ 1 9 _ 1), - r .0268(WTMZ _20 B _r),

+ 0.r fi}(WTMZ _20 E _t) t + t.4499 e,

The (likelihood ratio, score and Wald) global tests all indicate that the fitted model is

statistically significant at 5o/o level of significance. The null hypothesis states that all

population parameters (except for the intercept) in the linear models are equal to zero.
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4.3 Fitting survival distributions of waiting time to receive

selected diagnostic tests

Let WTMZ 
-389C 

be the waiting time to receive selected diagnostic tests, Censor be

dummy variable with Censor:O if WTMZ _389C is censored and 1 otherwise, and

DHHE_AGE, DHHE_SEX, GEOE_PRV WTMZ_3O, WT}J4Z 31, WTMZ_33,

WTMZ_35 , WTMZ_36, WTMZ 22, WTIv{rZ_37, WTMZ_42 and WTMZ_43 be index

variables described in section 2.I and section 2.4, and WTSE_S3M be the weighting

variable. From section 3.2,it is reasonable to assume thatthe waiting time to receive the

selected diagnostic tests follows V/eibull distribution. Incorporating covariates, the

following regression model is used:

(4.9) tog\f/fUz_389C)¡ : ao t u,(nunn 
-AGE -l)t+...+ 

a,o(oHHE 
-AGE -14)¡

+a*(DHHE_sEX_1)+ o,u(DHHE _pRt/ _r)t+...+ ø,r(DHHE _PRV _6r)t

+ a,r(wrMz_ 3 0 _ 1), + a rn(wrMz _30 _2) t + a ro(trrMz_ 3 1 _ 1), + . . .

+ arr(wrMz _3t _4)t + aro(wrMz _ 33 _ i), *.. . + aru(wrrMz_33 _3),

+ a r, (wrMZ _ 3 5 _ I ), + a *(I,rtrMZ_ 3 6 _ 1), + a rr(wrMz _37 A _t), + . . -

+ ar,(wrMz _37 M _r)t + arr(ttrTMz _42 _r), + aro(wrMz_43_1), +'. .

+arrQïrrMz _43 _4),+ oe ,

where a, has an extreme value distribution as defined in (3.16), a:(o0,a.,,"',drr)
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are the coefficients of covariates. This model is the Weibull regression model. The

variable WTMZ 389C has the Weibull distribution with

-loo * a,(nuna _AGE _r), t . ..dst(wruz _+l _(4.10) ¿ :.*p{ ÐJÌ and
1

o

We consider each observation's weight, which corresponds to the number of persons in

the entire population thaf arc represented by the respondent. The weighted log-likelihood

function of the waiting time WTMZ _389C to receive the selected diagnostic tests for

the 3178 completed and2l} censored observations is

(4.r1) rogL(a,,a,,...,ar,7):)(wrsg-s3M), tlorF(r,, l,,y)l*r"g[s(ri ,1,,r)]l

:l(wrsn _$M)t( ,ot, *(y -t)tog(wruz _3ssc),

- y loo + a,(onun _AGE_I), + ... + arr(wrMz _ß _4),1

-(wruz -3ssc)i "*p{ -yloo + a,(orunz 
-AGE _r)t

+... + arr(wrMz-43-4),] ) )

+l(wrsz -$M)t (- @rrt -3ssc)i exp{ -y loo + o,(nuun -,tcø),

+... + arr(r4rrMz-43-4),] ) )
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The covariate DHHE_AGE, DHHE_SEX, GEOE_PRV WTMZ_3O, WTMZ_3I,

WTMZ_33, WTMZ_35, WTMZ_36, WTMZ 22, WTMZ_37, WTMZ_ 2 ANd

WTMZJ3 are coded as indicator (dummy) variables, therefore, a set of indicator

variables were created in the DATA step (in SAS). After eliminating the insignificant

covariates estimation, the final results from SAS based on the Weibull regression model

in (a.\ are shown in Table 4.3, wherc Intercept : d o, and SCALE : o

Analysis of Parameter Estimates

Parameter DF Estimate Standard
Error

957o Confidence
Limits

chi-
Square

Pr > ChiSq

Intercept 8. r 340 0.0122 8.1 r00 8.1s80 440925 <.0001

DHHE SEX I -0.2068 0.0017 -0.2102 -0.2034 14132.8 <.0001

GEOE PRV 1I -0.3221 0.0132 -0.3419 -0.2963 597.24 <.0001

GEOE PRV 12 -0.5843 0.0062 -0.5965 -0.5721 8845.72 <.0001

GEOE PRV 13 -0.5446 0.006s -0.5573 -0.5320 7091.79 <.0001

GEOE PRV 24 1 -0.3808 0.004s -0.3895 -0.3720 7240.92 <.0001

GEOE PRV 35 I -0.4411 0.0043 -0.4495 -0.4327 t0s97.2 <.0001

GEOE PRV 46 I -0.3s68 0.0061 -0.3688 -0.3448 3386.87 <.0001

GEOE PRV 48 I -0.3727 0.0048 -0.3821 -0.3632 s927.68 <.0001

GEOE PRV 59 I -0.3862 0.0047 -0.3954 -0.3771 6797.29 <.0001

GEOE PRV 60 I -0.9709 0.0276 -r.0249 -0.9168 1237.64 <.0001

GEOE PRV 6I I -0.5093 0.0277 -0.s636 -0.4550 337.94 <.0001

WTMZ_30_1 I 0.3838 0.0018 0.3803 0.3873 45124.1 <.0001
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WTMZ_31_1 -0.0608 0.0027 -0.0660 -0.0ss6 520.70 <.0001

WTMZ 33 1 1 -4.4106 0.0116 -4.4334 -4.3879 r44430 <.0001

WTMZ 33 2 1 -4.8340 0.0122 -4.8579 -4.8101 t57523 <.0001

WTMZ 33 3 I -4.8254 0.01 2 I -4.8490 -4.8017 160097 <.0001

WTMZ 35 1 I 1.6021 0.0028 -1.6077 - 1.5965 318494 <.0001

WTMZ 36_1 I r.2926 0.0026 1.2876 1.2917 250567 <.0001

WTMZ 37A I I 0.613s 0.0132 0.6476 0.6993 2606.42 <.0001

WTMZ-37J-I I 0.6728 0.0157 0.6419 0.7037 r82s.69 <.0001

WTMZ 42 1 1 r.0780 0.0042 t.0697 r.0863 64683.1 <.0001

Scale 1.2226 0.0006 L2214 r.2239

Weibull Shape 0.8179 0.0004 0.8171 0.8188

Table 4.3 Results for the waiting time to receive the selected diagnostic tests.

Here in this table, the chi-square refers to the value of the statistical for the likelihood

ratio test for the local test of individual parameters. Moreover, only statistically

significant covariates are reported in the table.

The final estimated regression model is obtained as:

(4.12)

b g\r/ruz_ 3 8 9c )¡ : 8. 1 3 4 - 0.2068(D H H E_ sEX _ 1), - 0 .322r(G E o E _ 
p RV _t 1) t

-l.ssß(GEoE _pRov _r2), -0.s446(GEoE _pRov _ß)¡

-0.3808(croE _pRot/ _24), -0.441r(GEoE _pRov :s)t
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- 0.3 s 6s(G EO E _ p RO V _46), - 0.37 27 (GE O E _ 
p ROV _ 48),

- 0.3862(G E o E _ 
p Rov _ 5e), - 0.s7 ls(G E o E _ 

p Rov_ 60),

- o.sosz(czo E _ p Rov _ e r), + o.t sst(wruz_ : o _ r), - o.oaot(wruz_ : i _ i),

- +.u o e(wr uz _ : : _ r), - +.sz +o(wr uz _st _z), - +.tzs +(wr uz_ : : _ : ),

- t .øozt(wruz_ : s _ r), + t .2e26(wrMz_ r o _ r), + 0.6n s(wrMz _st .t _t),

+0.672SQYTMZ _37J_r), +i .Otto(wruz _+z_t), +r.2226e 
,

The (likelihood ratio, score and Wald) global tests all indicate that the fitted modél is

statistically significant at 5o/o level of significance. The null hypothesis states that all

population parameters (except for the intercept) in the linear models are equal to zero.
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Chapter 5 Summary and Conclusion

We now summarize the results obtained in this practicum. Using the variable descriptions

in Chapter 2, equations 4.4,4.8 and 4.12 can be interpreted as follows.

In our initial modeling, relevant covariates which are potentially important for analyzing

waiting times were included in the parametric regression analysis. These covariates were

decided upon with consultation from Dr. Wendy Fallis. After applying the variable

selection procedures, only the statistically significant covariates are kept in the f,rnal

model. Weights for the individuals were given in the data set.

The legression model for accessing health service fiom a rredical specialist, based on 4004

completed and 348 censored obserations, is estimated as

(5.1) ln(Waiting Time to Specialist)¡ : 3.5329 - 0.0587(PEI)' - 0.0253(AB)i

+ 0.0111(BC)j - 0.2381(Heart Condition or Stroke)¡ - 0.617L(Cancer)¡

+ 0.2938(Arthritis ou Rheumatism)¡+ 0.5647(Refened by Doctor);

+ 0.3372(Referred by Specialist)¡ + 0.0263(Refened by Health Care Provider)¡

+ 1.2588e,

The regression model for receiving a non-emergency surgery, based on2532 completed

and227 censored observations, is estimated as
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(5.2) ln(Waiting Tirne to Non-emergency Surgery)i: 3.9463 + 0.4005(QC)i

+ 0.4711(SK)i - 0.53gg(Cancer)¡ + 1.636(Hip/Knee Replacemenr Sur.gery)¡

+ 0 .427 2(C atar acü Other Eye S urgery) ¡ + 0. 4 8 8 7 (Hy srerectomy) ¡

+ 0.87g2(Experienced Difficulties)i- 1.0268(Diffrculty getting Diagnosis)¡ +

0.153(Waited too long for Diagnostic Test)¡+ 1.4499e,

The regression model for receiving selected diagnostic tests, based on 3178 completed and

210 censored observations, is estimated as

(5.3) ln(Waiting Time to Diagnostic Test)i: 8.134 - 0.2068(Gender)¡

- 0.322r(pEr), - 0.s843(NrS)j- 0.s446c.r8)i - 0.3808(QC)i- 0.4411(ON)i

- 0.3s68(MB)¡- 0.3727(AB)i - 0.3862(BC)i - 0.9709(Y T)i- 0.5093(NT)i

+ 0.3838(MH)' - 0.0608(Heart disease or Stroke); - 4.4106(Test in Hospital)¡

- 4.834(Test in Public Clinic)¡ - 4.8254(Test in Private Clinic)¡

- 1 .6021 (In- Patient ) i + 1 .2g26(Experienced Difficulties)¡

+ 0.6735(Difficulty getting Referred); + 0.6728(Deterioration of Health)¡

+1.078(Test Cancelled /Postponed)i a 1 .2226e,

Therefore, the following general observations can be made.

. The waiting time to access health service fi'om a rnedical specialist depends on the

residence area (i.e., province), type of health problems, and the type of referrals.

¡ The waiting time to receive non-emergency surgeries depends on the residence

area (i.e., province), type of health problems, and other issues such as difficulty in

diagnosis and excessively long waiting period for diagnostic test.
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The waiting time to receive selected diagnostic tests depends on gender, the

residence area (i.e., province), type of tests, type of health problems, location of

tests, in- or out-patient, and other issues such as referral and deterioration of

healtl-r.
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Chapter 6 Discussion and Future Research

Canadian government developed in2004 a l0-year plan to address the issue of waiting

times (hLtp:llwww.hc-sc.gc.calhcs-sss lquaUacces/wait-attente/index-eng.php).

This plan provides an outline for potential strategies to reduce waiting times for health

services, in particularly for cancer, heart disease, diagnostic imaging, joint replacement

and sight restoration services. To implement the plan and to significantly reduce the

waiting times, the Canadian Federal Government has invested $4.5 billion over the years

of 2004 -2010 in the Wait Times Reduction Fund.

It is hoped that the findings in this practicum could provide some insight and help for

decision makers in Canada to better understand the pattems of waiting times and to assist

in the development of relevant strategies. It would be useful in the future to compare the

pattem of waiting times after the implementation of the lO-year plan with the data set

available for this practicum. Such a comparison would suggest whether or not the 10-year

plan is effective in reducing waiting time for health services in Canada.

Parametric survival models provide a great deal of statistical power and accuracy. It is

undoubtedly important within survival analysis and is a simple method typically used in

real applications. The use of parametric model requires that dafa conform to particular

parametric distributions. The Kaplan-Meier estimate of the survival function suggests
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that our survival dafa are roughly distributed as a Weibull distribution, therefore the

V/eibull regression model is used to complete the research project.

Yet we can still argue that there are alternative methods such as the semi-parametric

approach which could increase the flexibility of dealing with datathat might not conform

to parametric distributions. The Cox Proportional Hazards model might be considered for

further research. If the proportional hazards assumption holds, then standard methods

allow us to estimate the parameters and the hazard function.

Accelerated Failure Time Model (AFT) provides an alternative to the commonly-used

proportionalhazards models. An AFT model assumes that the effect of a covariate is to

multiply the predicted event time by some constant. Therefore, AFT models can be

framed as linear models for the logarithm of the survival time.

The proportional odds (PO) model with the property of convergenfhazard functions is of

considerable value in modeling survival data with non-proportional hazards. This model

requires that the ratio of odds of survival be constant over time. Consequently, the ratio of

the hazards converges to unity as time increases to infinity. This is in contrast to the

proportional hazards (PH) model, with the property that the ratio of the hazards is constant

over time but the odds ratio tends to 0 or infinity.

As other future research projects, we could find a new dataset and veriff the

goodness-of-fit of our prediction model. Moreover, different methods mentioned above

could be compared as well.
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Chapter 7 Appendix

7.1 SAS Code

7.1.1 Program of accessing service from a medical specialist

%oIet pafh :p :\Tan_HSAS\subdata\Feb5 200 I ;

libname c "&path";

data c.dataSP;

set Tmp1.hss3;

keep GEOE_PRV DHHE_AGE DHHE_SEX WTMZ_OI WTMZ_}ZWTMZ_O3

WTMZ_O4 WTMZ-O7A WTMZ_O7B WTMZ_O8A WTMZ_O9B WTSE-S3M;

run;

data c.dataSPl;

set c.dataSP;

if V/TMZ_078:" 1" then WTMZ_07C:WTMZ_07 A;

if WTMZ_j7B:" 2" then WTMZ_07C:WTMZ _07 A* " 7 " ;

if WTMZ_O 7B:" 3 " then WTM Z _07 C:WTMZ _07 A* " 3 0 " ;

if WTMZ_088:" 1" then WTMZ_08C:WTMZ_084;

if WTMZ_08B:"2 " then WTMZ_08C:WTMZ_08A* " 7 " ;

if WTMZ 08B:"3" then WTMZ 08C:WTMZ 084+"30";
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run;

data c.dataSP2;

set c.dataSPl;

if WTMZ_O1:"1";

run;

data c.dataSP3;

set c.dataSP2;

if WTMZ_O7C:". " then WTMZ_78C:V/TMZ _08Cl'

else V/TMZ_7 8 C:WTMZ _07 C;

run;

data c.dataSP4;

set c.dataSP3;

if WTMZ_O8C:"." then Censor:l;

else Censor:O;

run;

data c.dataSP5;

set c.datasp4;

if GEOE_PRV:" I 0" then GEOE_PRV_I 0:1 ;

else GEOE_PRV_I0:0;

if GEOE_PRV:" I 1 " then GEOE_PRV_I 1 :1 
;

else GEOE_PRV_I1:0;

if GEOE_PRV:"12" then GEOE PRV _12:1;
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else GEOE_PRV_I2:0;

if GEOE_PRV:" 1 3 " then GEOE_PRV _13:I;

else GEOE-PRV-I3:0;

if GEOE_PRV:"24" then GEOE_PRV 24:1 ;

else GEOE_PRV_24:0;

if GEOE_PRV:"3 5 " then GEOE_PRV_3 5: 1 ;

else GEOE_PRV_35:0;

if GEOE_PRV:"46" then GEOE_PRV_46: i ;

else GEOE_PRV_46:0;

if GEOE_PRV:"47" then GEOE_PRV_47: 1 ;

else GEOE_PRV_47:0;

if GEOE_PRV:"48 " then GEOE_PRV_48: I ;

else GEOE_PRV_48:0;

if GEOE_PRV:"59" then GEOE_PRV_59: I ;

else GEOE_PRV_59:0;

if GEOE_PRV:"60" then GEOE_PRV_60:1 ;

else GEOE_PRV_60:0;

if GEOE_PRV:"61" then GEOE_PRV _61:7;

else GEOE_PRV_61:0;

*if GEOE_PRV:"62" then GEOE_PRV_62:1 ;

*else GEOE PRV 62:0;

if DHHE_SEX:" 1 " then DHHE_SEX_I:I ;

else DHHE_SEX_I:0;

*if DHHE_SEX:"2" then DHHE_SEX_2:I ;

xelse DHHE SEX 2:0;
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if WTMZ_02-"1" then WTMZ-j2_I-L;

else WTMZ_02_l:0;

if WTMZ_02:"2" then WTMZ_O2 2:I;

else WTMZ_02 2:0;

if WTMZ_02:"3" then WTMZ_02_3:1;

else V/TMZ _02 3:0;

if V/TMZ_j2:" 4" then V/TMZ _02 _4:I ;

else WTMZ _02 4:0;

if WTMZ_02:"5" then WTMZ_02_5:|;

else WTMZ_02_5:0;

if WTMZ_02:"6, then WTMZ_02_6:I;

else WTMZ_02*6:0;

if WTMZ_02:"7" then WTMZ_02_7:1;

else WTMZ_02_7:0;

if WTMZ_02:"8" then WTMZ_02_8:|;

else WTMZ_02_8:0;

*if WTMZ _02:"9" then WTMZ_02_9:I;

*else 'WTMZ 
_02_9:0;

if WTMZ_03:"1" then WTMZ_03_1:1;

else WTMZ_03_I:0;

if V/TMZ_03:"2" then WTMZ_03 2:7;

else WTMZ_03_2:0;

if WTMZ_03:"3" then WTMZ_)3_3:l;
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else WTMZ_03 3:0;

if WTMZ_O4:"1" then WTMZ_} _i:i;
else WTMZ_04_1:0;

run;

proc contents data:tmp I .Datasp5 ;

fun;

data c.dataSP6;

set c.datasp5;

if GEOE_PRV_I0:"1" or GEOE_PRV_12:"1" or GEOE_PRV_13:"1" or

GEOE_PRV 24:"7" or GEOE_PRV_35:"1" or GEOE_PRV_46:"1" or

GEOE_PRVJ7:" 1" or GEOE_PRV_60:"1" or GEOE_PRV_61:"1" then

GEOE_PRV_C:I;

else GEOE_PRV_C:0;

if WTMZ_02_3:"I" or WTMZ_02_5:"I" or WTMZ_02_6:"7" or WTMZ _02_7:"1" or

WTMZ _02_8:" 1 " then WTMZ_j2_C: 1 ;

else WTMZ _02_C:0;

run;

titlerwaiting time to see specialist';

options ls:75 ps:60 nocenter;

proc lifetest plot:(s,ls,lls) data:c.Datasp5 ;

time WTMZ _7 8C* censor(O) ;

symbol color:red line:1 ;
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run;

proc lifereg covout data:c.Datasp6;

model WTli4Z _7 8C* Censor(0):DHHE_AGE

GEOE_PRV_C GEOE-PRV-I 1 GEOE_PRV_48

GEOE_PRV_59

WTMZ_02_C WT}dZ_}2_| WTMZ_}2. 2 WTMZ_02_4

WTMZ_O3 _l WTMZ_03_2WTMZ_03_3 I d:weibull;

weight WTSE S3M;

run;

proc lifereg covout data:c.Datasp6;

model WTMZ _7 8C* Censor(0):DHHE_AGE

GEOE_PRV_C GEOE_PRV_I1 GEOE_PRV-48

GEOE-PRV_59

WTMZ_}2_C WTMZ_O2_| WTMZ_O2 2 WTMZ_02_4

WTMZ_03_1 WTMZ _03 J WTMZ_03 _3 I d :weibull;

run;

proc lifereg covout data:c.Datasp6;

model WTMZ_78C*Censor(0):GEOE_PRV_i 1 GEOE_PRV_48 GEOE_PRV_59

WTMZ _02_ i WTMZ _02 _2 W TMZ _02 J
WTMZ_03_1 WTMZ_O3 2 WTMZ_}3_] / d :weibull;

run;

proc lifereg covout data:c.Datasp6;
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model WTMZ*78C*Censor(0):cEOE_PRV_1 1 GEOE_PRV_48 GEOE_PRV_59

WTMZ _02_ 1 WTMZ_ 02 _2 W TMZ _02 _4

WTMZ_O3 _I WTMZ_)3J WTMZ_03_3 I d:weibull;

weight WTSE_S3M;

run;

proc phreg data:c.Datasp6;

model W TMZ _7 8C * Cen sor(0):GEOE_PRV_ 1 1 GEOE_PRV_4 I GEOE_PRV_5 9

WTMZ _02_ 1 WTMZ _02 ] WT}'ÃZ _02 _4 WTMZ _03 _I
WTMZ_03 2WTMZ_03_3 ;

baseline out:a survival:s logsurv:ls;
run;

data b;

set a;

y:1og(-ls);

x:log(WTMZ_78C);
run;

proc reg data:b;
model y: x;
run;

7.1.2 Program of receiving a non-emergency surgery

o/olet p ath :p 
: \Tan_H S A S \ s ub data\ Jan 1 0_2 0 0 8 ;

libname c "&path";

data c.dataNES;

set Tmpl.hss3;

keep GEOE_PRV DHHE_AGE DHHE_SEX ACCZ_20
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run:

WTMZ _I 6 WTMZ _17 WTMZ_ 1 8

wTMZ_rg WTMZ 20A WTMZ_208 WTMZJjC WTMZ]0D WTMZ J.OE

WTMZ 20F WTMZ_2OG WTMZ:\0HWTMZ:¿0IWTMZ_20J WTMZ 20K

WTMZ _20L WTMZ _20M WTM Z 20N

wTnÃz:¿rAwT}J[Z ztB

WTMZ 22

WTMZ]3AWTMZ 238

WTMZ_26 WTMZ 27 A WTMZ 278 WTMZ:z7 C WTMZ_27D

WTSE-S3M;

data c.datanesl;

set c.datanes;

if ACCZ_?O:"1";

run;

daÍa c.datanes2;

set c.datanesl;

if WTMZ 218:"1" then WTMZ 21C:WTMZ_2IA;

if WTli{Z 2IB:"2" then WTMZ_2IC:WTMZ 2IA*"7";

if WTMZ 2lB:"3" then WTMZ_21C:WTMZ_2IA*"30";

if WTMZ_238=" 1" then WTMZ_23C:WTMZ_23A:

if WTli4Z 238:"2" then WTMZ 23C:WTMZ 23A*"7";

if WTMZ 238:"3" then WTMZ 23C:WTMZ:23A*"30";

run;

data c.datanes3;
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set c.datanes2;

if WTMZ 21C:"." then WTMZ_2i3C:WTMZ 23C:

else WTMZ_2 1 3 C:WTMZ _21 C;

run;

data C.datanes4;

set c.datanes3;

if WT}i4Z 23C:"." then Censor:l;

else Censor:0;

run;

proc lifetest plot:(s, ls,lls) data:c.Datanes4 ;

time WTMZ 2l3C* censor(0);

symbol color:red line:1 ;

Title'Non emergency surgery';

run;

proc freq data:c.Datanes4;

tables

WTMZ_!lc;

weight WTSE_S3M;

Title 'WT Non emergency surgery (Complted)Weighted';

run;

proc freq data:c.D atanes4 ;

tables
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WTMZIIc;

Title'WT Non emergency surgery (Complted)';

run;

proc freq data:c.D atanes4 ;

tables

WTMZ_23C;

weight wTSE_s3M;

Title'WT Non emergency swgery (censor) Weighted';

run;

proc freq data:c.Datanes4;

tables

WTMZ-23C;

Title'WT Non emergency swgery (censor)';

run;

data c.Datanes5;

set c.Datanes4;

if GEOE_PRV:" I 0" then GEOE_PRV_I 0:1 ;

else GEOE_PRV_I0:0;

if GEOE_PRV:" 1 1" then GEOE_PRV_I 1:1;

else GEOE_PRV_I1:0;

if GEOE_PRV:" 1 2" then GEOE_PRY _12:7 ;

else GEOE_PRV_I2:0;

if GEOE PRV:"i3"thenGEOE PRV 13:1;
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else GEOE_PRV_I3:0;

if GEOE_PRV:"24" then GEOE_PRV_24:1 ;

else GEOE_PRV_24:0;

if GEOE_PRV:"3 5 " then GEOE_PRV_3 5:1 ;

else GEOE_PRV_35:0;

if GEOE_PRV:"46" then GEOE_PRV_46: 1 ;

else GEOE_PRV_46:0'

if GEOE_PRV:"47" then GEOE_PRV_47:i'

else GEOE_PRV_47:0;

if GEOE_PRV:"48" then GEOE_PRV_48: I ;

else GEOE*PRV_48:0;

if GEOE_PRV:"59" then GEOE_PRV_59:1 ;

else GEOE_PRV_59:0;

if GEOE_PRV:"60" then GEOE_PRV_60:1 ;

else GEOE_PRV_60:0;

if GEOE_PRV:"61 " then GEOE_PRV_6 i :1 
;

else GEOE_PRV_61:0;

if DHHE_SEX:" 1 " then DHHE_SEX_I :1 
;

else DHHE SEX 1:0;

if WTMZ_I6:"1" then WTMZ_16_I:I;

else WTMZ_I6_1:0;

if WTMZ_I6:"2" then WTMZ_16 2:l;

else WTMZ_16 2:0;

if WTMZ 16:"3" then WTMZ 16 3:l'
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else WTMZ_I6_3:0;

if WTMZ_|6:"4" then WTMZ_16_4:I;

else V/TMZ _16_4:0;

if WTMZ_I6:"5" then V/TMZ_I6_5:1;

else WTMZ_I6_5-0;

if WTMZ_76:"6" then WTMZ_16_6:I;

else WTMZ_16_6:0;

if WTMZ_L7:"l" then WTMZ_17_1:1;

else WTMZ 17 7:0;

if WTMZ_I8:"1" then WTMZ_18_1:1;

else WTMZ_I8_1:0;

if WTMZ_I9:"1" then V/TMZ_I9_i:1;

else WTMZ 19 1:0;

if WTMZ:}OA:" 1 " then WTMZ _204_1 : 1 ;

else WTMZ_204_1:0;

if WTMZ:20B:"1" then WTMZ 208_i:1;

else WTMZ_208_1:0;

if WTMZ 20C:"1" then WTMZ-20C_1:1;

else WTMZ_20C_1:0;

if WTll4Z 20D:"1" then WT}i4Z 20D_1:1;

else WTMZ_20D_1:0;

if WTMZ:}OE:"1" then WT}'IZ 208 I:I;
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else WTMZ_208_1:0;

if WTMZ 20F:"1" then WTMZ 20F_1:1;

else WTMZ_20F_1:0;

if WTMZ 20G:"1" then WTMZ:20G_1:1;

else WTMZ 20G_1:0;

if WTMZ_2jH:"I" then WTMZ 20H_1:1;

else WTMZ 20H_1:0;

if WTMZ_201:" 1" then WTMZ_Z\I_1:i;

else WTMZ_201_|:0;

if WTMZ 20J:"1" then WTMZJ\J_I:I;

else WTMZ_20J_1:0;

if WTMZ_2OK:" 1 " then WTMZ_20K_1 : 1 ;

else WTMZ 20K_1:0;

if WTMZ 20L:"1" then WTMZ 20L_1:i;

else WTMZ _20L_l:0;

if WTMZ_20M:"1" then WTMZ 20M_1:1;

else V/TMZ_20M_1:0;

if WTMZ 20N:"1" then WTMZ:20N_1:1;

else WTMZ_20N_1:0;

if WTli4Z 22:"I" then WTMZ 22_7:l;

else WTMZ 22 l:0;

if WTMZ_26:"|" then WTM7._26_1=1;

else WTMZ _26*1:0;
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if WTMZ_Z7A:"1" then WTMZ 274_1:1;

elseWTMZ 27A_l:0;

if WTMZ_278:"I" then WTMZ 278_1:1;

else WTMZ_278_1:0;

if WTMZ_27C:"I" then WTMZ 27C_1:1;

else WTMZ 27C_I:0;

if WTll4Z _27D:" l" then WT\/IZ]7D_l : 1 ;

elseWTMZ 27D_l:0;

run;

proc contents data:c.Datanes5;

run;

proc lifereg covout data:c.Datanes5 ;

model WTMZ 2l3C*Censor(0):

DHHE_AGE DHHE_SEX_I

GEOE_PRV_I O GEOE_PRV_I 1 GEOE-PRV_i2 GEOE_PRV-I 3

GEOE_PRV_z4 GEOE_PRV_35 GEOE-PRV_46 GEOE-PRV-47 GEOE PRV 48

GEOE_PRV-s 9 GEOE_PRV_60 GEOE_PRV_6 1

V/TMZ_16_1 WTMZ-16_2WTMZ 16 3WTMZ 16 4 WTMZ 16 5

WTMZ_T6_6

WTMZ_18 I

WTMZ_I9_1

w r t\ttz _204_ 1 wrM z J}B _r w r MZ J\c_ I wrM z _20D _1 w rMZ J}E _t
WTMZ 20F_1 WTMZ_2}G _1 WTMZ:20H_1 WTMZ_201_| WTMZ:2}J _I
wT\Ãz_20K_1 WTMZ2\L I WTMZ 20M 1 WT}/IZ 20N 1
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WTMZ:¿2_1

WTMZ 26_r WTMZ 27A_1 WTMZ2TB_| WT}|4Z 2tC l WTMZ 27D I I

d:weibull;

weight WTSE_S3M;

run;

proc lifereg covout data:c.Datanes5 ;

model WTMZ 2I3C*Censor(0):

DHHE_AGE DHHE_SEX-I

GEOE_PRV_I O GEOE-PRV-I 1 GEOE-PRV_12 GEOE_PRV_I 3

GEOE_PRV 
-2 

4 GEOE_PRV_3 5 GEOE-PRV_46 GEOE_PRV_4 7 GEOE_PRV_4 8

GEOE_PRV_s 9 GEOE_PRV-60 GEOE_PRV_6 1

WTMZ_16_1 WTMZ_|6_?WTMZ i6 3 WTMZ 16 4WTMZ 16 5

WTMZ_t6_6

WTMZ*I8_1

WTMZ_T9_I

WTMZ 20A_1 WTMZ_208_| WTMZ 20C_1 WTMZ_}1D_r WTMZJjE_I

WTMZJ}F _t WTMZ]OG_I WTMZ_20H_1 WTMZ 20r_1 WTMZ_20J_1

WTMZ 2OK-1 WTMZ 2OL_I WT}|4Z 2OM 1 WTMZ 2ON I

WTMZ 22_I

wTMZ:26_r WTMZ 27A_1 WTMZ 27B 1 WTMZ 27C I V/TMZ 27D I I

d:weibull;

run;

data c.Datanes6;

set c.Datanes5;
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if GEOE_PRV_10:"1" or GEOE_PRV_I1-r'1t' or GEOE_PRV_12:"1" or

GEOE_PRV_I 3:" 1 " or GEOE_PRV_3 5:" l " or GEOE_PRV_46:" 1 " or

GEOE_PRV_48-" 1 " or GEOE_PRV_59:" 1 " or GEOE_PRV_6 1 :" 1 " then

GEOE_PRV_C:I;

else GEOE_PRV_C:0;

if WTMZ_I6_1:"1" or WTMZ_16_6:"I" then WT}i4Z 76 _C:I;

else V/TMZ 16 C:0;

if WTMZ 204_1:"1" oTWTMZ 20C_1:"1" or'WTMZ_20D_|:"1" or

WTMZJ}G_I:"1" or WTMZ_20H_1:"1" or WTMZ_2)T_|:" 1" or WTMZ_20J*I:"1"

oTWTMZ 20K_1:"1" or'WTMZ 20L_l:"1" or WTMZ_20M_1:"1" or

WTMZ 20N_1:"1" then WTMZ_!.0_C:1;

else WTMZ_20_C:0;

run;

proc lifereg covout data:c.Datanes6;

model WTMZ 2l3C*Censor(0):

GEOE_PRV_C GEOE_PRV_24 GEOE_PRV _47 GEOE _PRV_6 O

WTMZ_16-CWTMZ_16_2WTMZ T6 3WT}.{Z i6 4WTMZ 16 5

WTMZ_I9_1

WT\ÃZJ0_CWTMZJ0B_1 WTMZJ1E_I WT}i4ZJ}F_I / d :weibull;

weight WTSE_S3M;

run;
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proc lifereg covout data:c.Datanes6;

model WTMZ 2l3CxCensor(0):

GEOE_PRV_C GEOE_PP.V J4 GE OE_PRV_4 7 GEOE_PRV_6 0

w TMZ _I 6_C WTMZ_ 1 6 2 WTM Z _r 6 ] W TMZ _r 6 _4 W TMZ_ 1 6_5

WTMZ_I9_1

WTMZ-!}_C WTMZ 208_I WTllZ 20E_1 WTMZ 20F _1 / d :weibull;

run;

data c.DatanesT;

set c.Datanes6;

if GEOE_PRV_60:"1" or GEOE_PRV_10:"1" or GEOE_PRV_I1:"1" or

GEOE_PRV _I2:" l" or GEOE_PRV_I 3:" 1 " or GEOE_PRV_3 5:" 1 " or

GEOE_PRV _46:" l" or GEOE_PRV_48:" 1 " or GEOE_PRV_59:" 1 " or

GEOE_PRV_6 I:" 1 " then GEOE_PRV_C:I ;

else GEOE_PRV_C:0;

proc lifereg covout data:c.Dat anesT ;

model WTMZJI3C*Censor(0):

GEOE_PRV_C GEOE_PRV_24 GEOE_PRV_47

WTMZ_ 1 6_C WTMZ_ 1 6_2 WTM Z _I 6 3 W TMZ _r 6 _4 W TMZ _r 6 _s

WT}í4Z_T9_T

WT}I4Z 20_C WTMZ_208_1 WT}I4Z 20E_1 WTMZ 20F _1 / d :weibull;

run;

proc lifereg covout data:c.Dat anes7 ;

model WTMZ]13C*Censor(0):

GEOE_PRV_C GEOE_PRV_24 GEOE_PRV_47
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W TMZ _I 6_C WTMZ _I 6 _2 W T MZ 
-T 

6 
-3 

W T MZ _1 6_4 WTM Z _I 6 _5

WTMZ_tg_I

WTMZ_Z)_C WTMZ:208_1 WTMZ_208_\ WTMZ 20F_1 / d :weibull;

weight WTSE_S3M;

run;

proc lifereg covout data:c.DatanesT;

model WTMZII3C*Censor(0):

GEOE_PRV J4 GEOE_PRV _41

WTMZ_16 _2 WTMZ_|6_3 WTMZ_I6J WTMZ_r6_s

wrMz_l9_1

WTMZ 208_1 WTMZ 208_l WT}I4Z 20F_1 / d:weibull;

run;

data c.DatanesS;

set c.DatanesT;

if WTMZ_20F_1:" 1 " or WTMZ_204_1:" 1" or WTMZ 20C_I:" 1" or

WTMZ_20D_1:"1" orWTMZ 20G_1:"1" or WTMZ_20H_I:"1" or

WTMZ 20I_1:"1" or WTMZ_2}J_I:" 1" or WTMZ]0K_I:"1" or WTMZJ0L_1:"1"

or WTMZ_20M_1:"1" or WTMZ_20N_1:"i" then WTMZ 20_C:1;

else WTMZ _20_C:0;

run;

proc lifereg covout data:c.DatanesS;

model WTMZ 21 3C*Censor(0):

GEOE_PRV_C GEOE_PRV_24 GEOE_PRV_47
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W T MZ _T 6_C WTMZ_ 1 6-2 W TM Z _1 6 _3 W TMZ _I 6 _4 W T MZ 
-I 

6 
-5

V/TMZ_I9_1

WTMZ 20_C WTMZ:208_1 WTMZ:¿}B_| i d :weibull;

run;

proc lifereg covout datæc.Datanes8 ;

model WT}I4Z 2l3C*Censor(0):

GEOE_PRV _24 GEOE _PRV_47

WTMZ _r 6 _2 WTMZ _1 6 _3 WT}'ÍZ _I 6 _4 WTMZ _t 6 _s

WTMZ_I9_1

WTMZ _208_1 WTMZJ)E _I / d :weibull;

run;

proc lifereg covout data:c.DatanesS ;

model WTMZ 2l3C*Censor(0):

GEOE-PRV 
-24 

GEOE _PRV_47

WTMZ_I 6 2 WTMZ_I 6-3 WTMZ_16 _4 V/TMZ-I 6-5

WTMZ_Lg_T

WTMZ 208_1 WTMZ 208_I / d :weibull;

weight WTSE_S3M;

run;

proc phreg data:c.DatanesS;

model WTMZ]l3 C * Censor(0) : GEOE_PRV_24 GEOE_PRV_47

w T tÃz _1 6 J W T MZ _1 6 _3 W T \/rZ _t 6 J W T MZ _I 6_s WTMZ _I 9 _r

WTMZJ}B_I WTMZ_208_1 ;
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baseline out:a survival:s logsurv:ls;

run;

datab;

set a;

y:log(-ls);

x:log(WTMZ_213C);

run;

proc reg data: b;

model y: x;

run;

7.1.3 Program of receiving setected diagnostic tests

o/olet p ath :p 
: \Tan_H SA S \ subdata\ Jan 1 0 2 0 0 8 ;

libname c"&pafh";

data c.dataDtest;

set Tmp1.hss3;

keep GEOE_PRV DHHE_AGE DHHE_SEX ACCZ_3O WTMZ_30 WTMZ_3l

WTI/4Z _32 WTMZ_3 3 WTMZ-3 5 WTMZ _3 6 WTMZ _37 A WT}/IZ _378

WTMZ_37C WTMZ_37D WTMZ_378 WTMZ_37F WTMZ_37G WTMZ_37H

W TMZ 
-3 

7 I WTMZ_3 7 J W TMZ _37 K W TMZ_3 7L WTM Z 
-3 

7 M WTMZ-3 8 A

WTMZ_38B WTMZ_39AWTMZ_398 WTMZ 42WTMZ 43 WTSE S3M;

run;
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data c.dataDtestl;

set c.dataDtest;

if ACCZ_30:"1";

run;

data c.dataDtest2;

set c.dataDtestl;

if WTMZ_3 8B:" 1 " then WTMZ_3 8C:WTMZ_

if WTMZ_3 8B:"2" then WTMZ_3 8C:WTMZ_

if WTMZ_3 8B:" 3 " then WTMZ _3&C:WTMZ -

384;

38A*"7";

384x"30";

if WTMZ_398:" 1 " then WTMZ _39C:WTMZ_394;

if WTMZ_3 9B:" 2" then WTMZ_3 9 C:V/TM Z _3 9 A* " 7 " ;

if WTMZ-3 9B:" 3 " then WTMZ-3 9C:V/T MZ _39 A* " 3 0" ;

run;

data c.dataDtest3;

set c.datadtest2;

if WTMZ 38C:"." then WTMZ
-389C:WTMZ*39C;

else WTMZ_3 89C:WTMZ _3 8C;,

run;

data C.dataDtest4;

set c.dataDtest3;

if WTMZ_39C:"." then Censor:l;

else Censor:0;
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run;

proc lifetest plot:(s, ls,lls) data:c.DataDtest4 ;

time WTM Z _3 89 C* censor(0) ;

symbol color:red line:1 ;

Title'Diagnostic Tests';

run;

data c.dataDtest5;

set c.dataDtest4;

if GEOE-PRV:"10" then GEOE-PRV 10:1;

else GEOE_PRV_I0=0;

if GEOE_PRV:" 1 1" then GEOE_PRV_I 1:1;

else GEOE_PRV_I1:0;

if GEOE_PRV:" I 2" then GEOE_PRV _I2:l;
else GEOE_PRV_I2=0;

if GEOE_PRV:" 1 3 " then GEOE_PRV_I 3:1 ;

else GEOE_PRV_I3:0;

if GEOE_PRV:"24" then GEOE_PRV_24:1 ;

else GEOE_PRV_24:0;

if GEOE_PRV:"3 5 " then GEOE_PRV_3 5:i ;

else GEOE_PRV_35:0;

if GEOE_PRV:"46" then GEOE_PRV_46:1 ;

else GEOE_PRV_46:0;

if GEOE_PRV:"47" then GEOE_PRV_47:i'

eise GEOE PRV 47:0;
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if GEOE_PRV:"48 " then GEOE_PRV_48: 1 ;

else GEOE_PRV_48:0;

if GEOE_PRV:"59" then GEOE_PRV_59:1 ;

else GEOE_PRV_59:0;

if GEOE_PRV:"60" then GEOE_PRV_60:1 ;

else GEOE_PRV_60:0;

if GEOE_PRV:"6 1 " then GEOE_PRV _67:l ;

else GEOE PRV 61:0;

if DHHE_SEX:" 1 " then DHHE_SEX_I: I ;

else DHHE SEX 1:0,

if WTMZ_3O:"1" then WTMZ_30_1:1;

else WTMZ_30_\:0;

if WTMZ_30:"2" then WTMZ_30_2:I;

else WTMZ 
-30-2:0;

if V/TMZ_31:"1" then WTMZ_31_1:1;

else WTMZ_31_1:0;

if WTMZ_3I:"Z" then WTMZ_3I_2:I;

else WTMZ_]1-2:0;

if WTMZ_31:"3" then WTMZ_3I_3:l;

else WTMZ_31_3:0;

if WTMZ_31:"4" then WTMZ_3I_4:I;

else WTMZ_31_4:0;
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if WTMZ_32:"I" then WTMZ_32_1:1;

else WTMZ _32_I:0;

if V/TMZ_33:"1" then WTMZ_33_l:I;

else WTMZ_33_1:0;

if WTMZ_33:"2" then WTMZ_33 2:I;

else WTMZ _33_2:0;

if WTMZ_33:"3" then WTMZ_33_3:1;

else WTMZ 33 3:0;

if WTMZ_35:"l" then WTMZ_35_i:1;

else WTMZ 35 1:0;

if WTMZ_36:"1" then WTMZ_36_i:1;

else WTMZ_36_i:0;

if WTMZ_3 7 A:" l" then WT.I;/.Z_374*1 :i ;

else V/TMZ _37 Ã_l:0;

if V/TMZ_378=" 1 " then WTMZ_378_1:1 ;

else WTMZ_378_1:0;

if WTMZ_37C:" 1" then WTMZ_37C_i:1;

else WTMZ_37C_l:0;

if WTMZ_37D:" 1" then WT\/IZ_37D_1-1;

else WTMZ_37D_|:0;

if WTl.lZ 378:"1" then WTMZ_37E_1:1;

else WTMZ 378 I:0;
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if WTMZ_37F:" 1" then WTMZ_37F_1:1;

else WTMZ_37F_I:0;

if WTMZ_37G:" 1 " then WTMZ_37G_1 : I ;

else WTMZ_37G_i:0;

if WTMZ_37H:" I" then WT}IZ _37H_1 : 1 ;

else WTMZ_37H_I:0;

if WTMZ_37I:" i" then WTMZ_37I_1:1;

else WTMZ _37I_I:0;

if WTMZ_37J:" 1" then WTMZ_37J_1:i;

else WTMZ _37J_I:0;

if WTMZ_37K:" 2" then WTM Z _37K_7:1 ;

else WTMZ_37K_1:0;

if WTMZ_3JL:"2" then WTMZ_37L I:I;
else WTMZ_37L_\:0;

if V/TMZ_37M:" I" then WT}i4.Z _37M_ 1 
: i ;

else WTMZ 37M 1:0;

if WTjll4z_4):rr1n then WTMZ 42_I:l;

else WTMZ 42 7:0:

if WTMZ 43:tt1" then V/TMZJ3_I:|;

else WTMZ_43_7:0;

if WTMZ_43:"2" then V/TMZ_43_2:|;

else WTMZ_43_2:0;

if WTMZ_43-rr3 I' then WTMT _43 _3:l ;

else WTMZ 43 3:0;
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if WTli4z_43-tt4tt then WTMT _43 4:l;
else WTMZ _a3J:0;

run;

proc contents data:c.DataDtest5 ;

run;

proc lifereg covout data:c.DataDtest5 ;

model WTMZ_3 89C* Censor(0):DHHE_AGE DHHE_SEX_I GEOE_PRV_I 0

GEOE-PRV-I 1 GEOE_PRV_i2 GEOE-PRV_I3 GEOE-PRV_24 GEOE*PRV_35

GEOE_PRVJ6 GEOE_PRV_47 GEOE-PRV_48 GEOE-PRV_59 GEOE PRV 60

GE OE_p RV _6 1 W TMZ _3 0_ i WTM Z _3 0 _2 W TMZ _3 I _t W T MZ _3 I _2

WTMZ_31 3 WTMZ_3|JWTMZ_33_I WTMZ_33 2 WTMZ_33_3

WTMZ_35_1 WTMZ_36_1 WTMZ_37 A_t WTMZ_378_1 WTMZ_37C_I

WTMZ _37D_ 1 WTM Z _37 E _1 WTMZ 
-37F_ 

1 WTMZ_ 37 G _I WTMZ _37 H_l

W TMZ _3 7 I_ I WTMZ_ 37 J _I W TMZ _37K- 1 WTM Z _37 L _I W T MZ *3 7 M_I

WTMZ_42_1 WTMZ 43 t WTMZ 43 2 WTMZ 43 3 WTMZ 43 4 I d

:weibull;

weight WTSE_S3M;

run;

proc lifereg covout data:c.DataDtest5 ;

model wrMZ-3 89c * censor(0):DHHE_AGE DHHE_SEX_I cEoE_pRV_l 0

GEOE_PRV_I 1 GEOE_PRV-I 2 GEOE_PRV_ i 3 GEOE-PF{V :24 GEOE-PRV_3 5

GEOE_PRV _46 GEOE_PRV _47 GEOE-PRV_48 GEOE_PRV_59 GEOE_PRV_60

GEOE-PRV_íIWTMZ 30 1 WTMZ 30 2WTMZ 3I IWTMZ 3T 2
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WTMZ_3 1_3 WTMZ-31_4 WTMZ_33_1 WTMZ _33 J- WTMZ_33_3

WTMZ _3 s_ 1 WTMZ_3 6_ I WTM Z _31 A_r WTMZ *378_ 1 WTM Z _37 C _t

WTMZ _37D_ 1 WTMZ_37 E _I WTI|4Z _37F_ 1 WTMZ_3] G _I WT}ø.Z 
-37H_I

w T MZ _3 7 I _t W T MZ :3 7 J_ 1 WTM Z _3 7 K _t W T\/rZ :3 7 L _1 W T MZ _3 7 M _I

wTMZ_42_r WT};4Z 43_t WTMZ-43 2 WTMZ_43_3 WT}i4ZJ3_4 I d

:weibull;

run;

data c.dataDtest6;

set c.dataDtest5;

if GEOE_PRV_I 0-" 1'r or GEOE_PRV_47:" 1 " then GEOE_PRV_C: 1 ;

else GEOE PRV C:0;

if WTMZ_31_2:" 1" or WTMZ_31_3:"I" or WTMZ 31 4:"1" then WTMZ 3 i_C:i;

else WTMZ 31 C:0;

if WTMZ_378_T:" 1" or WTMZ_37C_1:"1" or WT}y'rZ]3TD_I:"1" or

WTMZ_37E_1:" 1 " or WTMZ_37F_1:" 1" or WTMZ_37G_I:" 1 " or

WTMZ_37H_1:" 1" or WTMZ _37I_l:" 1" or WTMZ_37K_1:" 1" or

WTMZ _37 L_ 1 
:" 1 " or WTMZ_3 7M_ 1 :" i " then WTMZ _37_C: 1 ;

else V/TMZ _37 _C:0;

run;

proc lifereg covout data:c.DataDtest6;

model V/TMZ_3 89C* Censor(0):DHHE_SEX_i GEOE_PRV_C GEOE_PRV_ i I

GEOE_PRV-I2 GEOE_PRV_I3 GEOE-PRV 24 GEOE PRV 35 GEOE PRV 46
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GEOE_PRV_4 8 GEOE_PRV_5 9 GEOE_PRV_6 O GEOE_PRV_6 i WTMZ_3 O_ 1

WTMZ_3 0 2 WTMZ_3 1 _C WT}/IZ _31 _1 WTMZ_3 3_1 WTM Z _33 _2

WTMZ_33_3 WTMZ_35_1 WTMZ_36_1 WTMZ _37 _C WT}/4Z_37 A_l

WTMZ_37J_I WTMZ_42_1 I d:weibull;

weight WTSE_S3M;

mn;

proc lifereg covout data:c.DataDtest6;

model WTMZ_3 89C * Censor(0):DHHE_SEX_1 GEOE_PRV_C GEOE_PRV_I 1

GEOE_PRY _1 2 GEOE_PRV_ 1 3 GEOE_PRV _?4 GEOE_PRV_3 5 GEO E_PRV_46

GEOE-PRV-48 GEOE-PRV-s 9 GEOE-PRV_60 GEOE_PRV-6 1 WTMZ_3 O_1

wrMZ_3O 2 WTMZ_3 l_C WTMZ_3 l_t V/TMZ_33_1 WTMZ_33 _2

WTMZ _3 3_3 WTMZ_3 5_ 1 W T\ÃZ _3 6_i WTMZ_3 7_C WTMZ _37 A_I

WTMZ_37J*1 WTMZ _42_l / d :weibull;

run;

proc lifereg covout data:c.DataDtest6;

model V/TMZ_3 89C* Censor(0):DHHE_SEX_1 GEOE_PRV_ I 1 GEOE_PRV_I 2

GEOE_PRV_ 1 3 GEOE_PRV _24 GEOE_PRV_3 5 GEOE_PRV_4 6 GEOE-PRV-4 8

GEOE_PRV_s 9 GEOE-PRV-60 GEOE-PRV_6 1 WTMZ_3 O_1 WTMZ_3 1 _1

w TMZ _3 3_ 1 WTMZ _3 3 _2 W TMZ _3 3_3 WTMZ_3 5 _ 1 WTM Z _3 6 _r

WTlt4Z 374_1 WTMZ_37J_\ WTMZ 42_l I d:weibull;

run;

proc lifereg covout data:c.DataDtest6;
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model V/TMZ_3 89C* Censor(0):DHHE_SEX_1 GEOE_PRV_I 1 GEOE_PRV_I 2

GEOE_PRV_ 1 3 GEOE_PRV _24 GEOE-PRV-3 5 GEOE_PRV_4 6 GEOE_PRV_4 8

GEOE_PRV_s 9 GEOE_PRV_6 0 GEOE_PRV _6 I W TMZ _3 0_ 1 WTM Z :3 t _1

w T MZ _3 3 _l WTMZ _33 _? W TMZ _33_3 WTMZ_3 5_ 1 W TMZ _3 6 _t

WTMZ_374_1 WTMZ 37 I _I WT}dZ_ Z_I I d :weibull;

weight wTSE_s3M;

run;

proc phreg datæc.DataDtest6;

model WTMZ_3 89C* Censor(0):DHHE_SEX_1 GEOE_PRV_I 1 GEOE_PRV_ 1 2

GEOE_PRV_ 1 3 GEOE-PRV-24 GEOE_PRV-3 5 GEOE-PRV-4 6 GEOE_PRV_4 8

GEOE_P RV_5 9 GEOE-PRV_6 O GEOE_PRV_ 6 1 W T \ÃZ 
-3 

O_ 1 WTM Z _3 1 _1

wTMZ-33_i WTMZ_33 2 WTMZ_33_3 WTMZ_35_1 WTMZ_36_1

WTMZ_374_1 WTMZ_371_I WTMZJ2_\ ;

baseline out:a survival:s logsurv:ls;

run;

datab;

set a;

y:log(-ls);

x:log(WTMZ_389C);

run;

proc reg data:b;

model y: x;

run;
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7.2 Value taken of selected variables

7.2.1 Values taken of common variables for all three objectives

(1) DHHE_AGE

Content Code

15 to 17 years 2

l8 to 19 years -l

20 to 24 years 4

25 to 29 years 5

30 to 34 years 6

35 to 39 years 7

40 to 44 years 8

45 to 49 years I

50 to 54 years 10

55 to 59 years 11

60 to 64 years 12

65 to 69 years l3

70 to 74 years t4

75 to 79 years 15

80 years or older 16
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(2) DHHE_SEX

(3) GEOE_PRV

Content Code

Male 1

Female 2

Content Code

Newfoundland and Labrador t0

Prince Deward Island 1l

Nova Scotia t2

New Brunswick 13

Quebec 24

Ontario 35

Manitoba 46

Saskatchewan 47

Alberta 48

British Columbia 59

Yukon 60

Northwest 61

Nunavut Territories 62
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7.2.2 Values taken of accessing service from a medical specialist

(1) WTMZ 01

Content Code

Yes 1

No 2

Not applicable 6

Don't know 7

Refusal 8

Not stated 9

(2) wr}/4z_oz

Content Code

Heart condition or stroke I

Cancer 2

Asthma or other breathing conditions J

Anhritis ou rheumatism 4

Cataract or other eye conditions 5

Mental health disorder 6

Skin conditions 7

Gynaecological problems 8

Other 9
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Not applicable 96

Don't know 97

Refusal 98

Not stated 99

(3) WTMZ_03

(4) WTMZ_o 

9t

Content Code

A farnily doctor 1

Another specialist 2

Another health care prorrider J

Did not require a referral 4

Not applicable 6

Don't know 7

Refusal 8

Not stated I

Content Code

Yes I

No 2

Not applicable 6



Refusal I

Not stated 9

(5) WT}{Z_07 A

(6) WTMZ_}7B

Content Code

Waiting time t-365

Not applicable 996

Don't know 997

Refusal 998

Not stated 999

Content Code

Days I

Weeks 2

Months J

Not applicable 6

Not stated 9
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(7) WrME_O8A

(8) WTMZ_088

Values taken of receiving a non-emergency surgery

ACCZ 20

7.2.3

(t)

Content Code

Waiting time 1-3 00

Not applicable 996

Don't know 997

Refusal 998

Not stated 999

Content Code

Days I

Weeks 2

Months J

Not applicable 6

Not stated 9

Content Code

Yes I

No 2
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Don't know 7

Refusal 8

Not stated 9

Content Code

Cardiac surgery

Cancer related surgery 2

Hip or knee replacement surgery -t

C aTar actl other eye surgery 4

Hysterectomy 5

Removal of Gall Bladder 6

Other 7

Not applicable 96

Don't know 97

Refusal 98

Not stated 99

(2) WTMZ_I6

(3) WTMZ_I8

Content Code

Yes 1
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No 2

Not applicable 6

Don't know 7

Not stated 9

(4) WTMZ_re

(s) WTMZ 20A

Content Code

Yes I

No 2

Not applicable 6

Don't know 7

Not stated 9

Content Code

Yes I

No 2

Not applicable 6

Not stated 9

9s



(6) WT}/4.Z 208

(7) WTMZ 20C

(8) WT}/[Z 20D

Content Code

Yes

No 2

Not applicable 6

Not stated 9

Content Code

Yes

No 2

Not applicable 6

Not stated 9

Content Code

Yes 1

No 2

Not applicable 6

Not stated 9

96



(e) WT}./.Z_208

(10) wrMZ_¿}F

(11) WTMZ 20G

Content Code

Yes

No 2

Not applicable 6

Not stated 9

Content Code

Yes I

No 2

Not applicable 6

Not stated 9

Content Code

Yes 1

No 2

Not applicable 6

Not stated 9

97



(12) WrMZ_}}H

(i3) wrMZ]oI

(14) wrMZJjI

Content Code

Yes

No 2

Not applicable 6

Not stated 9

Content Code

Yes I

No 2

Not applicable 6

Not stated 9

Content Code

Yes I

No 2

Not applicable 6

Not stated 9

98



(15) wrMZJjK

(16) V/TMZ:¿}L

(17) WTMZ 20M

Content Code

Yes I

No 2

Not applicable 6

Not stated 9

Content Code

Yes 1

No 2

Not applicable 6

Not stated 9

Content Code

Yes I

No 2

Not applicable 6

Not stated 9
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(18) WTMZ 20N

(19) WTMZ_ZLA

(20) wrMZlrB

Content Code

Yes

No 2

Not applicable 6

Not stated 9

Content Code

Waiting time r-365

Not applicable 996

Don't know 997

Refusal 998

Not stated 999

Content Code

Days I

Weeks 2

Months J
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Not applicable 6

Not stated 9

(21) wrMZJ2

(22) WTME_231^

Content Code

Yes

No 2

Not applicable 6

Don't know
,7

Not stated 9

Content Code

Waiting time 1 -36s

Not applicable 996

Don't know 997

Refusal 998

Not stated 999

101



(23) WT}/{Z 238

(24) WT}/4Z 26

(2s) WTMZJTA

Content Code

Days

Weeks z

Months 3

Not applicable 6

Not stated 9

Content Code

Yes

No 2

Not Applicable 6

Don't know 7

Not Stated 9

Content Code

Yes I

No 2

Not Applicable 6

t02



Don't know 7

Not Stated 9

(26) WTMZ 218

(27) WTMZ_Z7C

Content Code

Yes

No 2

Not Applicable 6

Don't know 7

Not Stated 9

Content Code

Yes I

No 2

Not Applicable 6

Don't know 7

Not Stated 9

103



Content Code

Yes 1

No 2

Not Applicable 6

Don't know 7

Not Stated 9

7.2.4

(1)

(28) wrMZ:}7D

Values taken of selected diagnostic tests

ACCZ_30

(2) WTMZ 30

Content Code

MRI I

Content Code

Yes I

No 2

Don't know 7

Refusal 8

Not stated 9

104



CT Scan 2

Angiography 3

Not applicable 6

Don't know 7

Refusal 8

Not stated 9

Content Code

Hearl disease or stroke

Cancer 2

Joints or fractures J

Neurological or brain disorders 4

Others 5

Not applicable 6

Don't know 7

Refusal 8

Not stated 9

(3) WTMZ_31

(4) WTMZ_32

Content Code
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Yes I

No 2

Not applicable 6

Refusal 8

Not stated 9

(5) V/TMZ_33

(6) WTMZ_3s

Content Code

Hospital

Public clinic 2

Private clinic J

Other 4

Not applicable 6

Don't know 7

Not stated 9

Content Code

Yes

No 2

Not applicable 6

106



Don't know 7

Not stated 9

(t) wT\Ãz 36

(8) WTMZ_37/^

Content Code

Yes

No 2

Not applicable 6

Refusal I

Not stated 9

Content Code

Yes

No 2

Not applicable 6

Not stated 9

(e) WTMZ_378

Content Code

t07



Yes

No 2

Not applicable 6

Not stated 9

(10) wrMz]7c

(i 1) WrMZSTD

Content Code

Yes 1

No 2

Not applicable 6

Not stated 9

Content Code

Yes 1

No 2

Not applicable 6

Not stated 9

108



(12) WTMZ 378

(13) WTMZ_37F

(14) WTMZ_37G

Content Code

Yes 1

No 2

Not applicable 6

Not stated 9

Contenf Code

Yes I

No 2

Not applicable 6

Not stated 9

Content Code

Yes

No 2

Not applicable 6

Not stated 9

109



(15) WTMZ_37H

(16) WTMZ_37[

(17) WTMZ_37J

Content Code

Yes

No 2

Not applicable 6

Not stated 9

Content Code

Yes 1

No 2

Not applicable 6

Not stated 9

Content Code

Yes 1

No 2

Not applicable 6

Not stated 9

110



(18) WTMZ 37K

(19) WTMZ_37L

(20) wrMZ_37M

Content Code

Yes 1

No 2

Not applicable 6

Not stated 9

Content Code

Yes I

No 2

Not applicable 6

Not stated 9

Content Code

Yes

No 2

Not applicable 6

Not stated 9

ill



(21) WrMZ_38A

(22) WrMZ_388

(23) WTME_394

Content Code

Waiting time 1-365

Not applicable 996

Don't know 997

Refusal 998

Not stated 999

Content Code

Days

V/eeks 2

Months J

Not applicable 6

Not stated 9

Content Code

Waiting time 1-180

Not applicable 996

Don't know 997
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Refusal 998

Not stated 999

(24) WTMZ_398

(2s) WTMZ_42

Content Code

Days

Weeks 2

Months J

Not applicable 6

Not stated 9

Content Code

Yes

No 2

Not Applicable 6

Don't know 7

Not Stated 9

ll3



(26) WrMZ_43

Content Code

By self

By specialist 2

By hospital 3

By clinic 4

Other 5

Not Applicable 6

Don't know 7

Not Stated 9
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